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Joy Global debuts new Montabert drill attachment, the CPA 295
LAS VEGAS, Nevada – Expanding its offerings for the construction and mining markets, Joy Global
today introduced its new Montabert rock drill attachment, the CPA 295, at MINExpo
INTERNATIONAL®2016.
The CPA 295 is a revolutionary excavator-mounted rock drill attachment aimed to match or exceed
the production rate of conventional drill rigs. It offers contractors the versatility to drill holes from 2 ½
inches to 4 inches in diameter, and up to 72-feet deep; helping lower costs while increasing
application potential. Its diverse application possibilities include: quarry, pipeline, demolition and
development projects.
The attachment can be mounted on any excavator weighing more than 25 tons, and was designed for
easy connection and installation.
“It can be mounted on and off an excavator in about 10 minutes with the use of a quick coupler,” said
Gaetan Julien, Montabert product drilling specialist for Joy Global. “You can go from digging, ripping
rock or breaking rock, and then be drilling again minutes later.”
The CPA 295’s patented control system was designed to outperform competing products in both
power and efficiency. It is equipped with the latest generation Montabert hydraulic drifter, the HC95.
Montabert General Manager Stephane Giroudon said the CPA 295, which is now commercially
available, fills a critical void in today’s market.
“Due to growing demand and cost concerns, customers were calling for bigger drill attachments with
larger hole diameter and depth options, at greater speeds,” Giroudon said. “The CPA 295’s versatility
and high-performance capabilities meet those needs in full.”
Other features of the CPA 295 include: an efficient hydraulic dust control system, rod carrousel and a
radio remote control, making it easy to operate the drill attachment from anywhere. It also features an
advanced Intelsense controller system, which automatically detects and analyzes various rock layouts
to best optimize the drifter striking frequency and energy; improving operating costs, uptime and ease
of maintenance.
Montabert product experts are hosting Spotlight Discussions detailing the CPA 295 at the Joy Global
booth, #6211, throughout MINExpo.

About Joy Global
Joy Global Inc. is a worldwide leader in high-productivity mining solutions. Through its market-leading surface
and underground business segments, the company manufactures and markets equipment and services for the
global mining industry from 135 locations in 20 countries. Its industry-leading brands include P&H, Joy and
Montabert. For more information about Joy Global at MINExpo, visit http://joyglobalminexpo16.com/. For more on
the company and its products, visit www.joyglobal.com.

